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Little is known about the structural properties of plantar so
tissue areas other than the heel; nor is it known whether
structural properties vary depending on location. Furthermo
although the quasi-linear viscoelastic (QLV) theory has been u
to model many soft-tissue types, it has not been employed to m
the plantar soft tissue. The structural properties of the plantar s
tissue were quantified via stress relaxation experiments at se
regions (subcalcaneal, five submetatarsal, and subhallu
across eight cadaveric feet. The cadaveric feet were 36.9617.4
(mean6S.D.) years of age, all free from vascular diseases a
orthopedics disorders. All tests were performed at a constant
vironmental temperature of 35°C. Stress relaxation experime
were performed; different loads were employed for different ar
based on normative gait data. A modification of the relaxat
spectrum employed within the QLV theory allowed for the inc
sion of frequency-sensitive relaxation properties in addition
nonlinear elastic behavior. The tissue demonstrated frequen
dependent damping properties that made the QLV theory ill su
to model the relaxation. There was a significant difference
tween the elastic structural properties (A) of the subcalcan
tissue and all other areas~p50.004!, and a trend~p50.067! for
the fifth submetatarsal to have less viscous damping~c1! than the
subhallucal, or first, second, or third submetatarsal areas. Th
the data demonstrate that the structural properties of the foot
vary across regions, but careful consideration must be given to
applied loads and the manner in which the loads were appli
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1824133#

Keywords: Foot, Biomechanics, Heel, Metatarsals

Introduction
During the stance phase of walking, load is transmitted fr

the lower extremity to the ground through the plantar soft tiss
There are seven primary regions through which force is typic
applied, namely the tissue beneath the heel~subcalcaneal!, the five
metatarsal heads~submetatarsal!, and the big toe or hallux~sub-
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hallucal! @1#. The cross-sectional anatomy of all areas is simil
as each has skin and a layer of adipose tissue retained by e
septa. The areas other than the subcalcaneal area may also
tendons and tendon insertions@2#.

The previously reported mechanical testing of the plantar s
tissue has concentrated on the subcalcaneal region, with eith
vivo instrumented impact tests@3–5# or in vitro material testing
machine experiments@6#. The in vitro tests resulted in less perce
energy absorption~29% to 32% versus 73% to 85%!, less defor-
mation ~2.1 to 4.7 mm versus 8.5 to 11.3 mm! and increased
stiffness (1.163106 N/m versus 1.03105 to 1.753105 N/m) than
the in vivo tests. Aerts et al. performed modified testing protoc
to ensure similar experimental conditions for the instrumented
pact tests and materials testing experiments. They measured
lar values of stiffness (;9.03105 N/m), displacement~;5 mm!,
and energy loss~46.5%–65.5%! for both tests, suggesting that th
presence of the entire lower leg affects the in vivo results@7#.
However, four of the five feet tested were older than 50 years
age with peripheral vascular disease~PVD! and the experiments
were all done at room temperature, factors which could potenti
affect the soft-tissue properties@5,8–12#. Recently, a study by
Miller-Young et al. has examined the material properties of
subcalcaneal tissue; however, the investigators used older s
mens, tested at room temperature, and made no mention o
vascular state of the tissue@13#.

The primary goal of this research was to quantify the structu
properties of the plantar soft tissue at seven regions of interest
extended previous studies by investigating specific subregion
the plantar soft tissue that experience mechanical loading du
gait. In order to simulate in vivo conditions with young, health
specimens, we excluded older or diabetic subjects and contro
the temperature of the specimens during testing. To more a
rately model the measured structural properties, we employe
modified form of the quasi-linear viscoelastic~QLV! theory to
account for frequency-sensitive damping properties.

Methods
Eight fresh frozen~less than 24 h postmortem! cadaveric feet

~three male and five female! were radiographed for gross ortho
pedic irregularities. The feet were relatively young—36.9617.4
years~mean6S.D.!, range 18 to 58 years, and free of PVD. Th
feet came from specimens with a body weight~BW! of 7576297
N ~mean6S.D.!. Each foot was mounted plantar side superiorly
polymethylmethacrylate~PMMA! in an aluminum box. The ini-
tial, unloaded tissue thickness for each of the seven areas
calculated by placing small metallic washers on the areas of
terest, inserting needles of known lengths through the was
until they reached bone, and then x raying the specimens.
initial thickness was defined as the distance between the wa
and the tip of the needle.

The seven areas on each foot~subcalcaneal, five submetatarsa
and subhallucal! were tested with an IRB-approved protocol on
Instron series 1331 materials testing machine~Instron Corpora-
tion; Canton, MA! with a 1780 N load cell~60.2 N! ~Fig. 1!. The
initial, unloaded thickness of the tissue was registered to the lo
ing frame by lowering the crosshead until the circular cro
section punch just touched the tissue~as determined via visua
inspection!. The diameters of the punches~2.54 cm for the sub-
hallucal and first metatarsal areas, 1.27 cm for the lesser subm
tarsal areas, and 4.06 cm for the subcalcaneal region! were based
on osseous geometry@2,14#. The specimens were heated
slightly less than core body temperature~35°C instead of 37°C
since extremities are usually cooler! using a closed-loop tempera
ture control system with a thermocouple placed between the
and the PMMA. The foot, aluminum box, and punch were s
rounded with foam insulation and the skin temperature of the f
was monitored independently.

The physiologic target loading levels simulating gait for ea
region were calculated from the specimen BW~obtained with the

-
ly.
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donor information! and the peak force in BW during stance pha
for each region~Table 1! @15#. Successive 1-Hz displacement co
trol haversines of increasing amplitude were applied to e
specimen until the desired physiologic target load was achiev
This target displacement was then used for all subsequent te

The tissue was preconditioned with 1-Hz haversines to the
get displacement for 30 s. Before the next test, the machine ha
be manually reconfigured for a stress relaxation protocol. To
sure proper and consistent reconfiguration for all experiment
time delay of 3 min was implemented after the preconditioni
phase and before the relaxation test. A ramp and hold displa
ment function was then applied with a ramp time of appro
mately 0.3 s and a relaxation period of 175 s~enough time for the
specimens to reach steady state! ~Fig. 1!. Data were sampled a
100 Hz during the displacement pulses and preconditioning,
at 250 Hz for the ramp and hold.

The quasi-linear viscoelastic~QLV! theory has been employe
to model the behavior of various biological tissues@16–21#. The
theory, which assumes that the spatial characteristics@i.e., the
elastic response,F (e)(«)] and the temporal characteristics@i.e.,
the reduced relaxation response,G(t)] are independent, is de
scribed with the following equation:

F~ t !5E
0

t

G~ t2t8!
]F ~e!@«~t8!#

]«

]«~t8!

]t8
dt8 (1)

whereF is the force and« is the strain. Note that the model i
structural; therefore, we are reporting force. However, since
were able to determine the initial soft-tissue thickness, the d

Fig. 1 A schematic of the testing apparatus and the mechani-
cal input data input. In the schematic, the foot is viewed poste-
riorly. Note that the dorsal surface of the foot is placed into the
PMMA. The graph is the input displacement for the experiment,
including the haversines of increasing amplitude „0 to 5 s …, the
preconditioning „5 to 35 s …, the delay period „35 to 195 s …, and
the ramp and hold „195 s to 375 s …. Note that the x axis was not
drawn proportionally.

Table 1 The target force in body weight „BW… †15‡ and New-
tons „N…, based on the average BW „757 N… of the cadaveric
specimens in the this study

Region Target force~BW! Target force~N!

Subcalcaneal 0.944 714.1
First submetatarsal 0.185 140.0
Second submetatarsal 0.131 99.1
Third submetatarsal 0.097 73.4
Fourth submetatarsal 0.067 50.7
Fifth submetatarsal 0.040 30.3
Subhallucal 0.218 164.9
832 Õ Vol. 126, DECEMBER 2004
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placement was reported as strain. Force and strain have been
together previously@21#.

The normalized compression~c!, substituted for the strain in
Eq. ~1!, is defined as the displacement~d! from the point where
the compressive force began to monotonically increase during
stress relaxation test

c5d/b (2)

where the thickness~b! is the tissue thickness at the point whe
the force began to monotonically increase. This accounted for
slackness in the system without artificially inflating the strain.

The following elastic function is employed@17#:

F ~e!~c!5A~eBc21! (3)

whereA andB are the elastic constants,F is the force, andc is the
normalized compression. The form of the reduced relaxation
sponse is as follows@16#:

G~ t !5

11E
0

`

S~t!e2t/tdt

11E
0

`

S~t!dt

(4)

whereS(t) represented the relaxation spectrum. Iatridis et al.
veloped a frequency-sensitive relaxation spectrum@20#, which is
defined as

S~t!5H c1

t
1

c2

t2
for t1<t<t2

0 for t,t1 , t.t2

(5)

wherec1 is the amplitude of the viscous effects,c2 is the linear
increase in viscous effects with frequency, whilet1 andt2 repre-
sent the time values corresponding to the frequency limits of
relaxation spectrum.

The normalized compression was described as a function
time for substitution into Eqs.~2! and~3!. Since the ramp was no
ideal, two linear fits were employed, where the slope~strain rate!
was ċs for 0<t<ts and ċo for ts,t<t0 , with t0 being the ramp
time. The full form of the QLV theory employed in this study wa
obtained by substituting Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5! into Eq.~1! ~see the
Appendix!.

The analytical representation ofF(t) at t.t0 @Eq. ~A7!# was
normalized byF(t0) and used to fit the relaxation data. The val
for t2 was assumed to be the last point in time of the experime
data. The nonlinear elasticity constant~B! and relaxation spectrum
parameters (c1 , c2 andt1) were obtained by curve fitting the dat
at t.t0 normalized to the peak force with a Levenberg
Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm~Igor Pro, WaveMet-
rics, Inc.; Lake Oswego, OR!. The elastic constant~A! was ob-
tained, in newtons~N! and body weight~BW!, by substituting the
solved coefficients into the equation forF(t) @Eq. ~A7!# and curve
fitting the unnormalized data.

For qualitative comparison, the relaxation data from each a
were averaged together. For quantitative analysis, eachindividual
trial was curve fit using the modified QLV theory. An analysis
variance~ANOVA ! was performed to determine if there were si
nificant differences~a50.05! between coefficients from differen
locations of the plantar soft tissue; Fisher’s protected least sig
cant difference was used for posthoc analysis. Representa
curves for each region were generated from the average co
cients of each location.

Results
Due to either mechanical problems~incorrect ramp rate

@n51#, over ranged displacement@n53#, incorrect initial posi-
tion of crosshead@n52#, early termination of data acquisition
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 2 The structural testing conditions, including the number of specimens, the soft-tissue thickness, the average peak strain
and the two strain rates „ ċ s and ċ o…, the ramp times for the bilinear strain curve „t s and t o…, the average peak force, and percent
difference from the target force

Region

Number
of

specimens

Avg. thick.
~6S.D.!
~mm!

Avg. peak
strain ~6S.D.!

~mm/mm!
Avg. ċs

~1/s!
Avg. ċo

~1/s!
Avg. ts

~s!
Avg. to

~s!

Avg. peak
force ~6S.D.!

~N!

Difference
from target

~%!

Subcalcaneal 6 17.1063.63 0.43960.073 2.015 0.354 0.203 0.344 644.66384.3 9.74
First submetatarsal 7 10.6561.47 0.51060.108 2.731 0.522 0.165 0.288 136.2658.9 2.65
Second submetatarsal 7 16.5661.76 0.49760.108 2.732 0.475 0.163 0.286 83.9643.4 15.31
Third submetatarsal 6 15.5762.14 0.48960.111 2.920 0.561 0.144 0.260 64.0629.1 12.78
Fourth submetatarsal 6 15.0361.49 0.50160.152 2.696 0.532 0.162 0.288 51.7623.5 22.06
Fifth submetatarsal 4 12.8461.06 0.52060.113 2.802 0.588 0.165 0.296 31.3610.1 23.46
Subhallucal 8 8.6661.70 0.42960.184 2.469 0.535 0.157 0.264 164.5661.8 0.26
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@n51#, or poor signal to noise ratio@n51#) or thermal problems
~specimen not heated@n51# or temperature drift due to imprope
insulation@n54#), data from 13 of the plantar soft tissue regio
were discarded. The data from the remaining trials are sum
rized in Table 2. The thickness and peak strain correspon
physiological values@22,23# and the peak force generated w
within 15% of the target force for all seven areas.

The characteristic nonlinear relaxation semi-log plot~i.e., the
slope is not uniform, but rather the data exhibit frequen
sensitive damping, meaning that the short-term, or hi
frequency, relaxation is faster than the long-term, or lo
frequency, relaxation! was seen for the average data from
seven regions~Fig. 2!.

The only significant differences for the QLV coefficients b
tween areas was for the elastic constantA ~Table 3!, with the
subcalcaneal region being larger than all other areas for both
unnormalized and BW normalized curves (p50.004 and p
,0.0001, respectively!. There was borderline significant differ
ence forc1 (p50.067), with the fifth submetatarsal trending
have lower values than the subhallucal as well as the first, sec
and third submetatarsal areas. No other significant differen
were found with the number of specimens available in our sam

For both the normalized and unnormalized data, the repre
tative curves generated from the average coefficients of each
cation were for the most part within 1 standard deviation of
average relaxation curve~Figs. 2 and 3!. The unnormalized curves
were in general more variable than the normalized curves.

Discussion
Stress relaxation experiments were conducted on seven reg

of eight cadaveric specimens; potential confounding factors, s
as temperature, age, or presence of peripheral vascular dis
were controlled. A modified form of the QLV that include
frequency-sensitive damping was developed and employed.
QLV model, as developed by Fung@16#, assumes that the ampl
tude of the viscous effects are constant over a range of frequen
@20#, which results in uniform slope when the relaxation data
graphed on a semi-log plot. Our relaxation data, however, dem
strated that the amplitude of the viscous effects varied with
quency@20#. This resulted in a stress relaxation curve with a slo
that varied with frequency. Thus, the form of the QLV that Fu
described did not adequately model our data and we had to
velop a modified form of the QLV based on Iatridis et al.’s wor

The limitations of this study included the use of fresh froz
cadaveric tissue rather than live specimens. However, Bennet
Ker have demonstrated that heel pads tested immediately
amputation yielded results that were ‘‘indistinguishable’’ fro
data obtained from heel pads that were frozen, thawed, and te
@6#. It should also be noted that, like most previously publish
mechanical tests on the plantar soft tissue, except for not
Miller-Young et al.@13#, the tests performed here were structu
in nature. Thus, the results are only representative of these
ticular feet in the testing apparatus we employed. Another lim
tion was that position of the initial position of the punch w
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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determined via visual inspection. However, we could not us
threshold force to set the initial position because the initial thi
ness was determined via x rays, needles, and washers in a m
such that no force except the weight of the washer was applie
the foot. The requirement that the nonlinear elastic coefficients
determined by the relaxation data was an additional limiting f
tor. Another possible concern was that the controller of the ma
rials testing machine precluded testing the tissue immediately
ter the preconditioning; thus, we implemented a 3 minhold that
unavoidably allowed for partial recovery of the tissue. Howev
the same delay was used for every test; thus, the results are
parable. A further limitation is that the time of the ramp phase (t0)
of the relaxation protocol was longer than the initial boundary
the relaxation spectrum (t1). As a result, it is most likely that
some relaxation had occurred before the ramp reached maxim
deformation. A survey of past research with the QLV demo
strated that a majority of users have ramp times longer than
first boundary of the relaxation specimen@18,19,24,25#; only one
accounted for the relaxation@18#. Other researchers reported sho
ramp times but, in both instances, the authors were testing sp
mens with very small applied loads, allowing for the rapid mov
ment of their materials testing machines@20,26#. Larger forces, as
in this study, typically resulted in larger ramp times. Finally, b
setting the final boundary of the relaxation spectrum (t2) equal to
the test duration, we assumed that the tissue had fully relaxe
this time. If the tissue were still relaxing, then we would ha
underestimatedt2 .

The classic form of the QLV theory did not completely mod
the plantar soft tissue because of the assumption of freque
insensitivity required with Fung’s theory@16#. Iatridis et al.’s
modification of the QLV theory allowed for frequency-sensitiv
behavior to be accounted for in the constitutive model@20#. Iatri-
dis et al.’s modifications, however, incorporated a linear ela
response while the plantar soft tissue was nonlinear. In the cur
work, a further modification was performed by incorporating bo
the nonlinear elastic function@17# and the frequency-sensitive re
duced relaxation function@20#, resulting in a nonlinear, frequency
sensitive constitutive relationship.

Direct comparison to other papers that have studied the
chanical properties of the plantar soft tissue is difficult since m
of the literature deals with force versus deformation data@3–6#.
The results from these studies, such as energy loss and stiff
are not comparable to our work. Other groups have used u
sound probes to develop elastic models of the soft tissue@27,28#,
but the models are very different from our work. The only pap
that we are aware of that presents relaxation data for the pla
soft tissue is the work of Miller-Young@13#. However, theirs was
a material study, while ours wasstructural in nature.

These data show that the structural properties of the plantar
tissue can vary across the foot surface and that a modified form
the QLV theory was able to model the tissue response. A next
is to determine if these differences are material or structura
nature. Further, we will incorporate these distinct structural pr
DECEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 833
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Fig. 2 The average stress relaxation „normalized force vs time … data „Á1 S.D.… and the fit gener-
ated from the average QLV coefficients for the subcalcaneal, five submetarsal, and subhallucal
areas
f

n

-

erties in a model of the foot during gait to determine how the
spatial properties influence distribution of forces across the
surface.
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Nomenclature

A 5 elastic constant
B 5 elastic constant
b 5 tissue thickness
c 5 normalized compression

ċs 5 slope of normalized compression for 0<t<ts
ċo 5 slope of normalized compression forts,t<t0
c1 5 amplitude of the viscous effects
c2 5 linear increase in viscous effects with frequency
6, DECEMBER 2004
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E1(z) 5 exponential integral
F(t) 5 force

F (e)(«) 5 elastic response of the QLV theory
G(t) 5 reduced relaxation response of the QLV theory

Ri 5 substitution term, wherei 51 to 5
Si 5 substitution term, wherei 51 to 10

S(t) 5 relaxation spectrum
t 5 time
t̄ 5 substitution time term
t̂ 5 substitution time term

Ti 5 substitution term, wherei 51 to 12
ts 5 time point where slope of normalized compressio

changes
t0 5 time point where maximum normalized compres

sion is reached
d 5 displacement
« 5 strain

«̇s 5 strain rate for 0<t<ts
«̇o 5 strain rate forts,t<t0
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 3 The QLV parameters „meanÁS.D.… for each region

Region A (N) A (BW) B (mm/mm) c1 (s) c2 (s2) t1 (s)

Subcalcaneal 485.26520.5 0.60760.409 2.3760.976 0.31460.067 0.16560.121 0.08960.0
First submetatarsal 66.2651.3 0.10360.030 2.0560.404 0.43860.130 0.70360.476 0.14460.0
Second submetatarsal 69.2657.7 0.08460.042 1.8760.477 0.43460.193 0.58660.460 0.12760.0
Third submetatarsal 52.9625.6 0.06460.021 1.9060.558 0.44060.261 0.57960.497 0.12260.0
Fourth submetatarsal 42.6618.7 0.05560.032 1.7860.516 0.25260.129 0.53260.346 0.12660.0
Fifth submetatarsal 36.3631.8 0.03660.022 1.5260.605 0.18860.113 0.27960.136 0.11360.0
Subhallucal 118.6646.6 0.16360.053 2.4460.846 0.40860.118 0.48260.288 0.11460.0
p-value 0.004 ,0.0001 0.2 0.067 0.2 0.4
Posthocs Subcalc.all Subcalc.all Fifth submet,

first, second, and
third submets,
and subhall
o

t 5 time
t8 5 time
t1 5 lower frequency limit of the relaxation spectrum
t2 5 upper frequency limit of the relaxation spectrum

Appendix
The elastic and reduced relaxation functions suggested by F

@Eqs.~3! and ~4!# and the relaxation spectrum offered by Iatrid
et al. @Eq. ~5!# were substituted into the general form of the QL
@Eq. ~1!# and integrated.@Note that the general expression f
strain~«! was used, rather than normalized compression~c!#. This
resulted in the following expression for the first part of the ram
(0<t<ts):

F~ t !5R1S R2~ t !1
c1

B«̇s
@R3~ t !1eB«̇st$R4~ t !%#1c2eB«̇st@R5~ t !# D

(A1)

R15
AB«̇s

11c1 ln
t2

t1
1c2S 1

t1
2

1

t2
D (A2a)

R2~ t !5
eB«̇st21

B«̇s
(A2b)

R3~ t !5E1S t

t1
D2E1S t

t2
D (A2c)

R4~ t !5 lnS 11B«̇st2

11B«̇st1
D1E1S t~11B«̇st2!

t2
D2E1S t~11B«̇st1!

t1
D

(A2d)

R5~ t !5 lnS t2~11B«̇st1!

t1~11B«̇st2! D1E1S t~11B«̇st1!

t1
D

2E1S t~11B«̇st2!

t2
D (A2e)

whereE1 is defined as exponential integral:@29#

E1~z!5E
z

` e2t

t
dt (A3)

The equation for the second portion of the ramp (ts,t<t0) was

F~ t !5S1S S2~ t !1
c1

B
@S3~ t !1S4~ t !1S5~ t !1S6~ t !1S7~ t !#

1c2«̇se
B«̇st@S8~ t !1S9~ t !#1c2eB«̇ot@S10~ t !# D (A4)
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S15
AB

11c1 ln
t2

t1
1c2S 1

t1
2

1

t2
D (A5a)

S2~ t !5
eB«̇sts211eB«̇ot2eB«̇ots

B
(A5b)

S3~ t !5eB«̇stsFE1S t̄

t2
D2E1S t̄

t1
D G1E1S t

t1
D2E1S t

t2
D

(A5c)

S4~ t !5eB«̇stFE1S t̄~11B«̇st1!

t1
D2E1S t̄~11B«̇st2!

t2
D G

(A5d)

S5~ t !5eB«̇stFE1S t~11B«̇st2!

t2
D2E1S t~11B«̇st1!

t1
D G

(A5e)

S6~ t !5eB«̇otF lnS 11B«̇ot2

11B«̇ot1
D1E1S t̄~11B«̇ot2!

t2
D

2E1S t̄~11B«̇ot1!

t1
D G (A5f)

S7~ t !5eB«̇otsFE1S t̄

t1
D2E1S t̄

t2
D G (A5g)

S8~ t !5FE1S t̄~11B«̇st2!

t2
D2E1S t̄~11B«̇st1!

t1
D G (A5h)

S9~ t !5FE1S t~11B«̇st1!

t1
D2E1S t~11B«̇st2!

t2
D G (A5i)

S10~ t !5F lnS t2~11B«̇ot1!

t1~11B«̇ot2! D1E1S t̄~11B«̇ot12!

t1
D

2E1S t̄~11B«̇ot2!

t2
D G (A5j)

where

t̄5t2ts (A6)

Similarly, the expression for the hold (t.t0) was as follows:

F~ t !5T1S T2~ t !1
c1

B
@T3~ t !1T4~ t !1T5~ t !1T6~ t !1T7~ t !

1T8~ t !#1c2«̇se
B«̇st@T9~ t !1T10~ t !#

1c2«̇oeB«̇ot@T11~ t !1T12~ t !# D (A7)
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lucal areas. BW Äbody weight.
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D G1E1S t

t1
D2E1S t

t2
D

(A8c)

T4~ t !5eB«̇stFE1S t̄~11B«̇st1!

t1
D2E1S t̄~11B«̇st2!

t2
D G

(A8d)

T5~ t !5eB«̇stFE1S t~11B«̇st2!

t2
D2E1S t~11B«̇st1!

t1
D G

(A8e)
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(A8f)

T7~ t !5eB«̇stFE1S t̂~11B«̇ot1!

t1
D2E1S t̂~11B«̇ot2!

t2
D G

(A8g)

T8~ t !5eB«̇otFE1S t̄~11B«̇ot2!

t2
D2E1S t̄~11B«̇ot1!

t1
D G

(A8h)

T9~ t !5FE1S t̄~11B«̇st2!

t2
D2E1S t̄~11B«̇st1!

t1
D G (A8i)

T10~ t !5FE1S t~11B«̇st1!

t1
D2E1S t~11B«̇st2!

t2
D G (A8j)
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T11~ t !5FE1S t̂~11B«̇ot2!

t2
D2E1S t̂~11B«̇ot1!

t1
D G (A8k)

T12~ t !5FE1S t̄~11B«̇ot1!

t1
D2E1S t̄~11B«̇ot2!

t2
D G (A8l)

where

t̂5t2to (A9)

The general form of the QLV theory, capable of modeling oth
loading conditions, is derived by substituting Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5!
into Eq. ~1!, but without any assumptions made concerning
normalized compression or normalized compression rate@Eq.
~A10!#.

dF

dt8
5

11c1E1S t

t2
D2c1E1S t

t1
D1

c2e2t/t2

t
2

c2e2t/t1

t

11c1 ln
t2

t1
1c2S 1

t1
2

1

t2
D

3ABeB«~t8!«̇ (A10)
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